Siirah Ash-Shu6ar5': 26 : 69 - 104

And recite before them the narrative of IbrZhTm, [691
when he said to his father and to his people, 'What do
you worship?" [701 They said, "We worship idols, and
stay devoted to them." [711 He said, "Do they listen to
you when you call [721 (them) or do-they bring benefit to
you or harm [73I?l1They said, "0, but we have found our
fathers doing like this." [74] He said, "Have you then
ever considered what you have been worshipping, [751
you and your ancient fathers, 1761 they all are an enemy
to me, except the Lord of the worlds, [771 Who created
me, then guides me, [781 and Who feeds me and gives me
drink, [791 and when I become sick, He heals me, 1801 and
who will make me die, then will give me life, [811 and
who, I hope, will forgive my fault on the Day of
Retribution. 1821 0 my Lord, give me wisdom and join
me with the righteous, [831 and destine for me a truthful
description among the next generations. [841 And make
me among those who will inherit the Garden of Bliss,
[851 and forgive my father. Indeed he was among those
who went astray. [861 And do not put me to disgrace on
the Day when all will be raised to life, [871 the Day
when neither wealth will be of any use (to any one) nor
sons, [881 except to one who will come to Allah with a
sound heart, [891 and the Paradise will be brought near
to the God-fearing 1901 and the Hell will be fully
uncovered for the perverse, 1911 and it will be said to
them, 'Where is that which you used to worship [921
beside Allah? Can they help you or help themselves?'
[931 So they (their false gods) will be thrown on fheir
faces into it - they and the erring people [941 and the
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entire army of Iblls, all together. 1951 They will say
when they will be quarreling with each other, [96] 'By
Allah, we were in open error [971 when we used to
equate you with the Lord of the worlds, [98] and none
misguided us except the sinners. 1991 Now we have
neither any intercessors [I001 nor any true friend. [loll
Would that we have a chance to return whereby we
become among the believers'!" [lo21
-Surely,in this there is a sign, [I031and most of them are
not t o believe. And your Lord is the Mighty, the
Merciful. [I041
Commentary

And destine for me a truthful description among t h e next
generations. (26:84)

The word d u , (lisan, which literally means tongue) is used i n this
verse in the sense of description and 'for me' means 'for my benefit. Thus
meaning of the prayer is '0 Allah, grant me such delectable ways and
nice signs t h a t others may follow until t h e Dooms Day, and they
remember me with good words and nice attributes'. (Ibn Kathir and R$
al-Ma5ni) Allah Ta'ElZi has accepted the supplication of Sayyidna IbrZhim
=I. All, including Jews, Christians and even the disbelievers of Makkah,
and
have feelings of love and affection for the creed of IbrZihIm
attribute themselves to it. Although their ways are in conflict with those
based on infidelity and polytheism, but they
of SayyidnZi IbrZhim @I,
claim to be following his ways. As for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet g,
they rightly claim to be on the ways of I b r Z h h @I,
and feel proud of it.
Love for being praised is contemptible but allowed with certain
conditions

Love and aspiration for being praised and respected by others is
contemptible under Islamic law. The Holy Qur'En has made the bounties
of the Hereafter dependent on desisting from the love for being praised by
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Ultimate Abode (ihe ~ereafterl'weassign it to those who intend neither
being high on earth nor mischief - 28:83) In the present verse (84) the
supplication of SayyidnZi 1brEh:m
for his praise and eulogy by the
/
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coming generations apparently looks like a wish for being praised. But if
t h e wordings of the verse are examined carefully, it would become quite
evidient that it was not the love for being praised, but the real purpose of
the supplication was to invoke the Divine help for performing such
righteous deeds which could help him in the Hereafter. Moreover, others
should also get attracted towards the righteous deeds by following his
example, and so should the posterity. By declaring the love for being
praised as unlawful and contemptible the Holy Qur'an and hadith
actually meant the love for mundane position of importance and profit
which is not the case in the prayer of IbrEh'in
.

m\

Imam Tirmidhi and Nasa'i have related on the authority of Sayyidna
Ka'b ibn MZlik & that Holy Prophet $& once said that 'If two hungry
wolfs are let loose in a herd of goats, they would not do so much damage
to the herd as two traits damage the faith of a man. One is the love for
wealth and the other is the aspiration for being praised and respected'.
(Tabrani from Abii Sa'id al-Khudri, and BazzZr from Abii Hurairah).

Dailami has reproduced a narration on the authority of Sayyidna Ibn
'AbbEs & with a weak chain of narrators that the love for praise and
worldly status makes a man blind and deaf. All these ahadTth refer to the
love that has mundane considerations, or for which one has to indulge in
sin or negligence in the matter of faith. When this is not the case,
aspiration for praise and high position is not contemptible. It is reported in
himself had made the following
a h a d i t h t h a t Holy Prophet
2, I+ a2 &I
$1
that is "Ya Allah, make
supplication:$.,I
me insignificant and disdain in my own sight, but make me great in the
eyes of people". Here also the purpose of making great in the eyes of
people is that people emulate him in his righteous deeds. That is why
Imam Malik ;lk hl -J has said that the one who is in fact virtuous and
pious is required only to avoid making deliberate efforts to present himself
as pious in the eyes of people, otherwise, if he loves to be praised by
people, it is not contemptible.
Ibn 'Arab; has said that it is evident from this verse that the desire for
a righteous deed which results in people's praise is allowed. Imam
Ghaqiili >
I
hl
; w, has ruled that the love for being praised and the
position of respect is permissible under three conditions. One, when the
object is not to proclaim oneself as superior to others and to degrade them

to an insignificant position, but for the benefit in the Hereafter, so that
others may be influenced to follow his example and try to emulate him.
Second, when the object is not to earn false praise against a trait one does
not possess, and desire that people should eulogize him for that. Third,
when one does not have to indulge in a sin or negligence in the matter of
faith in order to achieve it.

Supplication for the absolution of disbelievers is not allowed

And forgive my father. Indeed he was among those who went
astray. (26:86)
This prayer of Sayyidnii Ibriihim
following verse:

seems to be against t h e

"It is not for the Prophet and the believers to seek forgiveness
for the Mushriks, even if they are kinsmen, after it became
clear to them that they are the people of hell. (9:113)
This verse clearly lays down the rule that it is not allowed for a Muslim to
pray for the forgiveness of the one about whom it is certainly known that
he died in the state ofkufr.
Now the question arises here as to why did Sayyidnii I b r Z h h
supplicate for the forgiveness of his father, who was a disbeliever? Allah
Ta'iilz himself has given answer to this question in the Holy Qur5n:

And the prayer of IbrZhim for the forgiveness of his father was
not but due to a promise he had made to him. Later when it
became clear to him that he was an enemy of Allah, he
withdrew himself from him. Surely, Ibrahim is oft-sighing
(beforeAllah),forbearing. (9:114)
had supplicated
The gist of the answer is that Sayyidnii IbrEhim
for the pardon of his father within his lifetime with the intent and desire

that Allah Ta'ZlZ would give him Divine help to turn to faith, after which
was of
the forgiveness was sure. Alternatively, SayyidnZ IbrZhim 1the opinion that his father had accepted the faith, but had not made it
public. But once he learnt that his father had died as an. infidel, he
pronounced his complete disgust against his attitude and disowned it.

=\

Note
The point whether Sayyidna IbrZhim
had become aware of the
infidelity of his father within his lifetime or came to know about it after
his death, or he would know this on the Dooms Day, is fully discussed in
Siirah Taubah.
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The Day when neither wealth will be of any use (to any one) nor
sons, [881 except to one who will come to Allah with a sound
heart, [26:89]

This verse has declared that wealth and children will not be of any
help to a person on the Day of Judgment. This declaration is subjected to
exception in the words, "except to one who will come to Allah with sound
heart". (coming with sound heart means to come to Him with true faith).
Now, this exception has been interpreted in two different ways. According
to one interpretation adopted by some commentators this exception is not
meant to exclude the believers from the rule. It is an exception of a special
type which is known in Arabic grammar as "munqati'" (This type of
exception does not exclude anything from the aforementioned statement.
It simply says that the thing negated in the first sentence is found in
someone else.) A simple example for this expression is that a person is
asked about Zaid whether he has some wealth and children, and he
replies, "No, his wealth and children are nothing but his sound heart."
The same expression is used in this verse. The gist of the verse, according
to this interpretation would be that wealth and children will not be
helpful to anyone, neither to a believer nor to a disbeliever; what will be
helpful, instead of wealth and children, is one's sound heart, i.e. the true
faith and righteous deeds.
The second interpretation, adopted by the majority, is that it is a
normal exception which means that wealth and children may be helpful

to the one who will come to Allah with sound heart, i.e. with faith and
righteous deeds, but these things will not be of any use to a disbeliever.
Another point worth noting in this verse is that while referring to
'children' the Holy Qur'Zn has used the word
(Banun) which is
literally restricted to the male children. Probably the reason is that it is
the male children from whom an effective help is expected in adverse
situations. The expectation of help from female children in some
calamities is very rare even in this world. Therefore, the male children are
specifically mentioned in the context of the Hereafter to indicate that even
those who were expected to help in the world will not be of any use there.
It may also be noted that "sound heart" literally means a healthy
heart. But according to SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs &'here it means that heart
of a believer that testifies the Oneness of Allah and is pure from shirk.
The same interpretation is reported from MujZhid, Hasan al-Bas6 and
Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab ;jk hl pr, with different expressions. Sa'id ibn
says that the sound heart is only that of a
al-Musayyab ;I&~I?J
believer because the heart of a disbeliever is sick. The Holy Qur'Zn says,
32 ,&$>
*,
(In their heart there is a malady (210).

Wealth, children and the family relationship can also be
beneficial in the Hereafter to a believer
In accordance with the commonly adopted explanation of the verse it
has now become clear that the wealth of a person could be of help to him
on the Dooms Day, provided he is a Muslim. It can be elaborated by
saying that the one who has spent his wealth in this world in the way of
Allah and in the cause of righteous deeds or has spent in an ongoing
charity (Sadaqah Jariyah), will get its benefit in the Hereafter if he dies
with the faith of Islam and is listed as a believer on the Day of Judgment.
On the other hand if he was not a Muslim or God-forbid became an
apostate before his death, then all the good deeds he had done in this
world will be of no benefit to him. The same rule will apply in the case of
children, that is, if a person is Muslim, he can benefit from them in the
Hereafter in that his children supplicate for his forgiveness after his
death. Also, if he had tried to train the children to be pious, whatever
good they will do, its benefit will also be passed on to him as long as they
do righteous deeds. It is also possible that his pious children obtain his
pardon in the Hereafter by intercession. In a few XhZdith it is reported

about such an intercession and its acceptance, especially the intercession
of the young children yet to attain puberty. Likewise, the children will
also benefit from their parents on the condition of faith in that if they
were Muslims but their righteous deeds could not attain the level of their
parents, then Allah Ta'ZlZ by taking into account their parents good
deeds would place them also at the high position of their parents. The
,Le6e'
(52:21) that is
Holy Qur'Zn has elucidated it in these words ~ .,> i
'We will join together with Our righteous servants their progeny'. The
above quoted famous explanation of this verse has made it clear that
wherever it is mentioned in the Qur'Zn or hadith t h a t the family
connection will be of no avail in the Hereafter, the reference is to the
non-believers. This principle is applicable to the extent that even if the
wife and children of the messenger are not believers, they too would not
benefit from his prophethood in the Hereafter, as is the case of the son of
and the father of SayyidnZ
Sayyidna Niih
the wife of LEt
L
I b r a h @\. The Qur'Znic verses
&L;i%,$I 2
lib "Thereafter,
when the Siir (the trumpet) is blown, there are no ties of kinship between
,
L,,'
d
them" (23:lOl) and 91,
f% (upon the day when a man shall
&i&
fled from his brother, his mother, his father - 80:34) and ?+; 3 31; A&Y
!
"nor will a son be standing for his father in any way" (31:33) all reflect this
very theme. ( P I&I;)
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Verses 105 - 122
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And the people of N i h belied the messengers [I051 when
their brother N i h said to them, "Do you not fear Allah?
[I061 I am an honest messenger for you. [I071 So, fear
Allah and obey me. [I081 And I do not claim from you
any reward for it. My reward is with none but with the
Lord of the worlds; [I091 so, fear Allah and obey me."
[1101 They said, "Shall we believe in you while you are
followed by the lowest people?" [ I l l ] He said, "I do not
know about what they do; [I121 their account is with
none but with my Lord, if you have sense. [I131 And I am
not to drive the believers away; [I141 I am not but a
plain warner!' [I151 They said, "Should you not stop, 0
fib, you will surely be among those stoned." [I161 He
said, "My Lord, my people have belied me. [I171 So judge
between me and them with an open verdict and save me
and all the believers who are with me." [I181 30 We
saved him and those with him in the Ark that was fully
occupied. [I191 Then We drowned, after that, all the
remaining. [I201 Surely in this there is a sign, and most
of them are not to believe. [I211 And surely your Lord is
the Mighty, the Merciful. [I221

Commentary

And I do not claim from you any reward for it. - 26:109

It is learnt from this verse that charging and acceptance of wages
against religious teachings and preaching is not right. Therefore, the
righteous elders have ruled it as forbidden, but the later generations have
allowed it under compelling circumstances. Its full details have been given
under the explanation of the verse *@11;'3 4 I~SY
"And do not take a
paltry price for My signs" - 2:41.
r

,

.

Special note
Here the verse o a i ; hi ,.%
i
(So, fear Allah and obey me - 110) is
repeated twice to make clear that for the obedience of the Messenger and
fear of Allah it was enough that the prophet has any one of the two
qualities: One, his honesty and integrity, and the second, his teaching
and preaching without a fee. But when the Messenger who is personified
of all these traits, his obedience and the fear of his God becomes all the
more necessary.
Nobility of a person depends on deeds and moral qualities and not
on family or status
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They said, "Shall we believe in you while you are followed by the
lowest people?" [ I l l ] He said, "I do not know about what they
do. (26:lll-112)
It is related in this verse that the disbelievers rejected the invitation of
Sayyidna NGh @\to accept the faith on the plea that his followers were
worthless poor people. SO, how could they, the elite and noble, mix up
replied that he did not know about their
with them? On this Niih
acts, thereby hinting that their understanding of nobility on the basis of
family background, wealth, or status was wrong, and that the nobility or
meanness and honour or disgrace is dependent on one's deeds and morals.
Hence, it was their ignorance to put the label of sordidness on his
followers, because they did not know about their deeds and disposition.
Unless one knows fully well about the morals and deeds of others, it is not
right to pass any judgment about them. (Qurtub;).

a\

Verses 123 - 140

The (people of) 'Ad belied the messengers [I231 when
their brother Hiid said to them, "Do you not fear Allah?
[I241 I am an honest messenger for you, [I251 so fear
Allah and obey me. [I261 And I do not claim from you
any reward for it. My reward is with none but with the
Lord of the worlds. [I271 Do you erect on every height a
sign, having no sound purpose, [I281 and take the
objects of architecture as if you are going to live for
ever, [I291 and when you seize (someone) you seize as
tyrants? [I301 So fear Allah and obey me. [I311 And fear
the One who has supported you with what you know.
11321 IIe has supported you with cattle and sons, [I331
and with gardens and springs. [I341 In fact I fear for you
the punishment of a great day." [I351
They said, "It is all equal for us, whether you give us
advice or you are not among those who give advice. [I351
This is nothing but the practice of the ancient, [I371 and
we are not going to be punished." [I381 Thus they belied
him, so We destroyed them. Surely, in this there is a
sign, and most of them are not to believe. [I391 And
surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [I401
Commentary
Explanation of some difficult words

Do you erect on every height a sign having no sound purpose,
[I281 and take the objects of architecture as if you are going to
live for ever, (26:128-129)

Siirah Ash-Shu6arZ':26 : 141 - 159
,

548
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Ibn J a r b Sld dl -J has related from MujZhid SL; dl
that the
passage between two hills is called R? (&,I. But SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs &
and majority have taken the meaning of Ri' as a high place, and its
eJ),which means growing and climbing
derivative is ri'-un-na bat'1 I . & (
vegetation. Literal meaning of 'xyah (G)is symbol or sign, but here it
.,'.,means a high palace. d+- is derived from 'abath ( G I , which is
something of no value and benefit neither in reality nor by implication.
So, the meaning of the verse is that they used to make very high palaces
of no benefit and which they did not need. It was just to fulfill their ego
SayyidnZ
and pride. rnosani' (cG)is the plural of Masna' ($1.
QatZdah has taken masiini' ( ~ j L . 2 ) for the water tank, whereas Hadrat
MujZhid ;Jld
take it to mean strong palace.

-,

.,"" @ (as if you are going to live for ever) Imam al-BukhEi -,
Jld dl has commented in Sahih al-Bukha6 that the word la'alla $
(1 in
the verse is used as a word of simile, and that SayyidnE Ibn 'Abbas 4&
has translated it as
that is 'as if you are..'. (R@I al-Masnil

;;a$%

Construction of buildings without any need is contemptible
This verse indicates that the construction of houses and buildings
without need is a condemnable act. The hadith quoted by ImEmTirmidhi
on the authority of SayyidnZ 'Anas & conveys exactly the same message:
e +Hi sUIY! dl J+ j W Wl (All spendings are in Allah's way, except
construction, which has no merit). It means that the building which is
constructed in excess of requirement has no benefit or virtue. Another
narration of SayyidnZ Anas & also confirms this: $1 *Lp & 36, sC;! 3( dl
4jl.L YL. $! +.6YL. $1 ( Y L - 'Every building is a tribulation for the builder,
except t h a t which is necessary, because it is not a nuisance'. It is
commented in Riih al-Ma'Eni t h a t without genuine requirement
construction of tall buildings is contemptible and condemned under the
SharTah of the Holy Prophet
.
Verses 141 - 159

The (people of) Thamiid belied the messengers [I411
when their brother qalih said to them, "Do you not fear
Allah? [I421 I am an honest messenger for you. [I431 So,
fear Allah and obey me. 11441 And I do not claim from
you any reward for it. My reward is with none but with
the Lord of the worlds. [I451 Will you be left secure in
whatever is here, [I461 in gardens and springs, I1471 and
in farms and date-palms, the spathes of which a r e
interwoven? [I481 And you hew out houses from the
hills with pride. [I491 So fear Allah and obey me, [I501
and do not obey the order of the transgressors [I511
make mischief on the land and who do not set things
right". [I521
They said, 'You are merely one of those bewitched. I1531
You are nothing but a human like us. So, bring a sign if
you are one of the truthful." [I541 He said, "This is a
she-camel She has a share of water, and you have a
share of water on a specified day. 11551 So do not touch
her with evil (intent), lest you should be seized by a
painful punishment." [I561 But they killed her, then they

-

became remorseful and the punishment seized them.
Surely in this there is a sign, and most of them are not
to believe. [I581 And surely, your Lord is the Mighty, the
Merciful. [I591
Commentary
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And you hew out houses from the hills with pride. [I491

According to Sayyidnii Ibn 'Abbas & , the word &A&
,. (Fiirihk) means
arrogant and conceited people. But Abii Siilih and Imam Raghib have
taken this word to mean experts. Therefore, the meaning of the verse is
that Allah Ta'ZlZ has favoured you by teaching such skills that you could
make houses by cutting hills. The essence of all this is that you should
remember the bounties of Allah Ta'iilZ and should not make mischief and
trouble on earth.
Useful vocations are Divine Graces provided they are not
employed in bad things
This verse indicates that nice vocations are Allah's Graces, and to
draw benefit from them is lawful. But if they are used for some sinful
purpose or in an unlawful act, or if someone gets involved in them with
unnecessary concentration, then it is not lawful to adopt them. An
example of unnecessary construction of tall buildings and its contempt
has just been mentioned in the previous verses.
Verses 160 - 175

The people of Liit belied the messengers [I601 when their
brother LGt said to them, '!Do you not fear Allah? [I611I
am an honest messenger for you. [I621 So fear Allah and
obey me. [I631 And I do not claim from you any reward
for it. My reward is with none but with the Lord of the
worlds. [I641 Do you go to the maledfor having sex) out
of the whole universe, (1651 and leave what your Lord
has created for you, that is, your wives? in fact, you are
a people who cross (all) limits." [I661
They said, "If you do not stop 0 LZt, you shall be
included among the outcast.'' [I671 He said "Certainly, I
am hateful to your act. I1681 0 my Lord, save me and my
family from what they do." [I691 So We saved him and
his family, all of them [I701 except an old woman among
those who remained behind. [I711Then We destroyed the
others, 11721 and subjected them to a terrible rain. So
evil was t h e r a i n of those who were warned. [I731
Surely, in this there is a sign, but most of them are not
to believe. [I741 And surely your Lord is the Mighty, the
Merciful. [I751
Commentary
Unnatural act is unlawful even with one's own wife

And leave w h a t your Lord h a s created for you, t h a t is, your
wives? - 26: 166

>

the word
((mn)Min could be descriptive
In the phrase ,&I;$
(which is translated above a s 'that is') if taken in t h e technical sense,
which would mean t h a t in order to satisfy your l u s t you go after t h e
homosexual men instead of your wives, whom Allah h a s given you to

meet your natural urge. This is indeed a proof of malignity. The other
possibility is that the letter 'Min'
is used to mean 'from' or 'out of; then the
meaning of the verse would be that it is a special part in the body of your
wives which is created for the satisfaction of your natural urge. But you
indulge in unnatural act with them, which is totally unlawful. Thus
according to this second interpretation, it has also been made clear that it
is not permitted to have unnatural intercourse with one's wife. In a
hodith Holy Prophet % has cast curse on such a person. o h4 j+ (R$
al-Mahi).

Except an old woman among those who remained behind. 26:171

The word 'old woman' is used for the wife of Sayyidnii Liit @I, who
was an infidel and was agreeable to the unnatural act of the people of LGt
% ! &IfI the
. wife of L$ @\was an old woman then the use of this word
for her is quite clear, but if she was not old, then perhaps she was called
'old woman' for the reason that the prophet's wife is regarded like the
mother of the Ummah, and to call a woman having many children as old
is not unlikely.

;G
c ,$,
+c
p;
and subjected them to a terrible rain. So evil was the rain of
those who were warned. - 26:173
This verse has confirmed that if a man commits sodomy, he may be
punished with throwing a wall on him or by throwing him down from a
high place, as suggested by Hanafi scholars, because the people of Li$
@\were destroyed in a similar manner. Their township was lifted and
thrown on the ground. (ShZmi KitZb Al-Hudiid)

-

Verses 176 191

The people of Aykah belied the messengers [I761 when
Shu'aib said to them, "Do you not fear Allah? [I771 I am
an honest messenger for you. [I781 So fear Allah and
obey me. [I791 And I do not claim from you any reward
for it; my reward is with none but with the Lord of the
worlds. [I801 Give full measure and do not be among
those who bring loss to others. [I811 And weigh with an
even balance. [I821 And do not make people short of
their things and do not spread disorder in the land as
mischief makers. [I831 And be fearful of the One who
created you and the former generations!' [I841
They said, "You are but one of the bewitched men. [I851
And you are no more than a human like us, and in fact
we consider you to be one of the liars. [I861 So cause a
piece from the sky to fall down upon us, if you are one
of the truthful!' [I871 He said, 'Wy Lord knows best what
you do!' [I881 Thus they belied him, so they were seized
by the torment of the Day of Canopy. Indeed it was the
punishment of a terrible day. [I891 Surely in this there
is a sign, but most of them are not to believe. [I901 M d
surely your Lord is the Mighty, the Merciful. [I911

Commentary

12~;
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And weigh with an even balance. - 26:182
Some scholars have held the word QuistZs as a Roman word, which
means justice, while others have taken it as an Arabic word, derived from
&is[, which is also used for justice. It means to make use of the scale and
other measuring tools in a straight and correct manner, where there is no
possibility of weighing less.
,

Y;
And do not make people short of their things - 26:183
pA
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What it means is that it is unlawful to reduce any quantity or amount
from that which has beeq contracted with anyone, whether it is a
measurable thing or otherwise. Therefore, if a servant or a laborer does
not work his full time at his workplace, he too is included in this warning.
ImZm Malik ;ikhl -J
has reported a narration in his Muwatta' that
Sayyidna 'Umar & noticed that someone did not join in the 'Aqr prayer.
So, he enquired about the reason for that, to which he offered some
'You have reduced in
excuse. Then SayyidnE 'Umar & said,
measuring'. As prayer is not something to be measured, hence after
quoting this hadith ImZm Malik ;ikdl -J has said that this command is
not restricted to measurable things. Rather, performing any obligation
less than due is included in prohibition highlighted in this verse and in
SLrah "At-tatfif 84".

so they were seized by the torment of the Day of Canopy. 26:189

(2

(the Torment of the Canopy), mentioned in this verse
refers to an incident, which is this: Allah Ta'ala sent down such an
extreme heat on a people that they could not find comfort either inside the
houses or outside. Then He sent down a mass of dark cloud over a nearby
forest, under which there was a cool breeze. As the entire people were
distressed due to excessive heat, they ran to take shelter under the cloud.
When all of them assembled under the cover of the cloud, it rained fire
&I

instead of water. Thus the whole nation was burnt to ashes. (R$ al-Masnil

Verses 192 - 227
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[2181 (in prayer) and (sees) your movement among those
who prostrate. [2191 Surely, He is the All-Hearing, the
All-Knowing. [220]
Shall I tell you on whom the satans descend? [221]They
descend on every sinful liar. They give ear to hear
(secretly) and most of them tell lies. As for the poets,
they are followed by the straying people. Did you not
see that they wander in every valley and that they say
what they do not do, except those who believe and do
righteous deeds and remember Allah very much and
defend themselves after they are wronged. And the
wrongdoers will soon know to which place they are
going to return. [2271

Commentary
Qur'Zn is the name of the collection of its words and meanings

It is brought by the Trusted Spirit down [I931 to your heart, so
t h a t you become one of the warners [I941 in plain Arabic
language. [I951And of course, it is (mentioned) in the scriptures
of the former people. [I961

&

The words ' .$2
. dQ
, (in plain Arabic language - 195) in these verses
makes it clear that Qur'En is only that which is in Arabic language. Any
translation of a passage or the whole of Qur'Zn in any language cannot
, a ,,, *
be called Qur'Zn. But the next sentence >,YI 3j J'~4;! (And of course, it is
[mentioned] in the scriptures of the former people - 196) does not seem to
be in consonance with it, because the pronoun 'it' is apparently refers to
the Qur'Zn and means that the Qur'Zn was also in the earlier scriptures,
i.e. in Torah, Injil and Zabiir. It is also well known that the earlier books,
namely Torah, Injil and Zabiir, were not in the Arabic language. Hence
the inclusion of the meanings of Qur'Zn in them is referred in this verse
as 'Qur'Zn'. Answer to this apparent contradiction is that according to
majority of the Ummah, sometimes even the subject matter of the Qur'Zn
is called Qur'Zn in a general sense, because the real purpose of a book is
the subjects it deals with. The statement that earlier books also contained
Qur'Zn is in this sense only that they included some Qur'anic subjects.
This statement is also endorsed by many narrations of hadith.

SayyidnZ Maquil ibn Yasar 4& has reported a Hadith in Mustadrak
of HZkim that the Holy Prophet $$$ has said that Siirah Al-Baqarah was
given to him from 'adh-dhikr al-'awwal', and Siirah TZhZ, TawZsin
wl+
(all Siirahs starting from Tasin
and HawZmim vly (all
Siirahs beginning with HZ&) were given from the tablets of SayyidnZ
MiisZ
while Sfirah Al-FZtihah was given to him from under the
~ great Throne). TabarZni, HZkim, Baihaqi etc. have
'Arsh 3 , (the
reported on the authority of SayyidnZ AbdullZh ibn Mas'iid @ that
@
Siirah Al-Mulk is present in Torah as well. (Al-Hadith). The Siirah
&
jj31&1
&
IL
8
(87:18,19)
that
&YI has itself said,
is these subjects have also appeared in the books of SayyidnZ IbrZhim
and SayyidnZ MusZ r)LJ\+.
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The gist of all these verses and narrations is that many a subjects of
the Qur'Zn were also covered in the earlier books as well. But it does not
lean that those parts of the earlier books in which the Qur'Znic subjects
were covered are given the name of Qur'Zn. No one in the Ummah is of
the opinion that those parts of the earlier books, be called Qur'Zn. Instead
the majority of Ummah believes that Qur'Zn is the name not only of its
wordings but also of its meanings. If someone picks up some of the
Quranic words from different places and put them together to make a
iY ;JLi &I
&, A, o',LJI& 'J &-dl
hd l
passage like ,A, ;
, J U I , it will not be called Qur'Zn, despite the fact that all these words
are taken from the Qur'Zn. Likewise, only the meanings of Qur'Zn,
irrespective of the language they are rendered in, cannot be regarded as
Qur'En.

Reciting translation of Qur'iin in prayers is not allowed by
consensus of Ummah
The whole Ummah is unanimous on the rule t h a t reciting the
translation of the Qur'Zn in any other language like Urdu, Persian,
English etc. is not sufficient for discharging the obligation of recitation in
SalZh, except in a case of extreme necessity. The jurists who are reported
to have relaxed this rule have, later on, changed their view.
Urdu translation of Qur'Zn is not allowed to be called Urdu
Qur'Zn
If only the translation of the Qur'Zn is written in any language
without the Arabic text, it cannot be called the Qur'Zn. Some people call

§%ah Ash-Shu'arE' : 26 : 192 - 227
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the Urdu translation of the Qur'Zn as Urdu Qur'Zn, or the English
translation of the Qur'En as English Qur'En. It is not right and amounts
to disrespect of the Holy Book. Printing, calling or trading of something in
the name of Qur'an, without the Arabic text of the Qur'Zn, is not
permitted. This subject is dealt with in detail in my treatise ( p319Y1

vJ9).
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So tell me, If We give them enjoyment for years, - 26:205.

There is a hint in this verse that those who are bestowed with long life
in this world by Allah Ta'ZlZ, it is His grace on them. But those who show
ingratitude for this grace and do not submit to Islam, to them this respite
dl;x-, has related
and grace will not be of any avail. ImSim Zuhr: >I
dl -J used to recite this verse
that Sayyidna 'Umar ibn 'Abdul Aziz &JL;
every morning by holding his beard and addressing his Self:

'+Lj
CL
~ l & A'y
l+

+>I2 c

fjL dl& &&YI
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'0 the duped one! Your whole day is spent in negligence and the night
in sleep, while death is inevitable for you. Neither you are awake among
the alert and woken nor are you the one who will get salvation from
among the sleepers. You keep endeavoring for things which will soon
bring you unpleasant results. Cattle and animals live like this in the
world'.
Y

9 *,iYI
I ,
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And warn the nearest people of your clan, -26:214.

'Ashirah ' 6 3 means clan and by limiting it with 'aqrabin (the nearest
people) it is used for close relatives. It is worth noting here that the
mission of the Holy Prophet
as a messenger is universal to the whole
Ummah, then what is the wisdom in making it special for the members of
the clan? But if we look at it rather closely, we will notice in it an easy and
effective way for preaching, which would have far-reaching effect. One's
own family members having the privilege of closeness are also entitled to

have precedence over others on initiating any act of virtue. By virtue of
close mutual relations they know each other well and anyone with false
claims would get exposed in no time. Conversely, the one having good
reputation among the family members would be readily accepted and
listened to. Once the close relatives throw their weight to support a good
cause, it brings in unity and mutual help between them. This way they
develop a group of the family members on the basis of trust and sincerity
and it becomes very easy to spend the daily life in an'atmosphere of peace
to follow the religious code. Then this homogeneous and sincere group
works like a small power in preaching and spreading the precepts and
code of religion to others. In another verse of the Holy Qur'Zn it is said
(66:6)that is 'Save yourself and your family members from
fij
the fire of Jahannam'. Responsibility of saving one's dependent from the
fire of Jahannam is placed on every member of the clan. This is an easy
and simple way of reforming the conduct and morals. It is an every day
experience that in order to follow good conduct and morals and then to
stick to them is only possible when the environment is favourable for that.
If only one person in the entire household wishes to perform his prayers
regularly, even that devotee will find it difficult to carry it out. In the
present environment it has become difficult to abstain from the unlawful
things not because it is not possible to keep away from them, but the
reason is that when the whole fraternity is involved in a sin, it becomes
very difficult for just one person to keep himself aloof. When this verse
was revealed to Holy Prophet $& , he called out all the members of the
family and conveyed to them the message of truth. Although they did not
accept the truth at that time but gradually the family members started
converting to Islam. When the uncle of Holy Prophet
Sayyidnii
Hamzah &,converted to Islam it provided great strength to the mission.
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As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. 26:224.

,+ (Shi'r) which is the origin of Shu'arZ' and is translated as poetry;
is an Arabic word which lexically means any statement based on
imagination and ideas not confirmed by serious proofs. It is not necessary
for being a 'Shi'r' in original Arabic to have a particular rhythm or

Since the technical shi'r (poetry) which is always based on particular
rhythms is generally composed of imaginary thoughts, the technical
definition of shi'r (poetry) is "a composition of words having a particular
rhythm and a similar sound a t the end of each line (Qafiyah)". The
pagans of Makkah used to call the Holy Prophet
a sha'ir (a poet) and
the Holy Qur'Zn, a shi'r (poetry). Some commentators of the Holy Qur'an
are of the view that the pagans of Makkah used to call the Qur'Zn a shi'r
in its technical sense. But others are of the opinion that it was not so,
because the infidels of Makkah were fully conversant with the code and
principles of poetry, and it is obvious that Qur'Zn is not a book of poetry.
Even a non-Arab would not accept that, not to say anything of the
eloquent Arabs. On the contrary, the Arabs used to call him a poet in the
literal sense of the word, that is they regarded his thoughts as imaginary.
Their objective was to call him a liar, because the word Sha'ir is also used
in the sense of lie, and Shi'r for a liar.

As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. 26:224

The word ,& (Sha'ir) is used in this verse in its technical and
commonly known meaning, t h a t is the rhythmic composer. This
interpretation is endorsed by a narration in Fatahul BE6 that when this
verse was revealed, the respected companions, SayyidnE 'AbdullZh ibn
Rawahah, HassZn ibn ThEbit and Ka'b ibn MZlik 1hl d Jwho
,
were well known poets, went crying to Holy Prophet
and submitted
that this verse was revealed by Allah Ta'ZlE and they too were poets.
Then Holy Prophet
said You go through the last part of the verse'.
What he conveyed was that their poetry was not frivolous having bad
intent, hence they were included in that exception which is mentioned in
the last part of the verse. The commentators have therefore, elaborated
that in the beginning of the verse the disbeliever poets are purported,
because depraved people, defiant Satan and disobedient Jinn followed
and narrated their poetry. (Fatahul BZri)

The place of poetry in Islamic Shari'ah (jurisprudence)
In the beginning of these verses the poetry is disapproved strongly
and appears an object of God's wrath. But towards the end of SGrah the
exception allowed proves that poetry is not condemned completely. Only
that poetry is condemned and abominable which encourages Allah's
disobedience or puts hindrance in His remembrance, or disgraces and
condemns someone falsely, or be obscene or leads to obscenity. But that
poetry which is free from these sins and unbecoming things is exonerated
,'. >ljl
.,.* *Y! (227). On the
by Allah Ta'ZlZ through this verse 4
1
other hand the poetry which deals with the subjects of wisdom based on
sermons and teachings is part of the virtues carrying reward in the
+Jl ;r.51that
Hereafter as reported by Sayyidnii 'Ubayy Ibn Ka'b &
is 'There is a poetry which contains wisdom'. (Bukhiin') Hiifig ibn Hajar
has said that here wisdom stands for rightful things based on truth. Ibn
Bat22 has explained that the poetry dealing with Oneness of Allah, His
remembrance and love for Islam is desirable and praiseworthy, and in the
hadith under reference that type of poetry is in view. However, the poetry
dealing with falsehood and obscenity is contemptible. This explanation is
also confirmed by the following narrations:

I&;

(1)'Amr ibn Sharid has reported through his father that Holy Prophet
$$had liskned 100 couplets of 'Umayyah ibn a$-saltfrom him.
(2) MuMrrif has reported that he traveled with SayyidnE 'ImrZin ibn
I j u ~ a i n& from K f a to Basrah and he used to recite couplets on every
stage of the journey.

( 3 ) T a b a r i ;Ib dl
h a s reported about t h e distinguished
companions and tabi'in that they used to compose, listen and recite
poetry.
-J

(4) Imam BukhZri ;
I
I
;&I -J
d
J used to compose poetry.

&I

l
p

has reported that Sayyidah 'A'ishah

(5) Abii Ya'H has reported from Ibn 'Umar w dl dJ
that the Holy
Prophet has said, "Poetry is a composition". If its subject matter is good
and useful, it is good, and if its subject is bad or sinful, it is bad. (Fatahul
Bar3

Tafsir al-Qurtubi has remarked that from among the ten jurists of

Madinah, who are well known for their learning and graciousness,
'UbaidullZh ibn 'Utbah ibn Mas'iid & was an eloquently articulate poet,
and the poetry of QIidl Zubair ibn BakkZr was compiled in a book.
Qurtubi has reproduced an observation of Abii 'Amr that no intelligent
and knowledgeable person would take the poetry comprising of nice
subjects as bad. It is also worth noting that among the noble companions
who were the religious leaders, there is none who had either not composed
the poetry himself or had not recited or listened to the composition of
others with fondness.
Where poetry is condemned in certain narrations, it is with the
purpose that one should not get engrossed so much in it that he neglects
his worships and the Qur'an. Imam Bukhari has elaborated this subject
in a separate chapter in which he has quoted from SayyidnZ AbG
Hurairah & :

'It is better to fill up one's belly with pus than to fill it up with poetry'

Imam BukhZnr has explained that according to his understanding this
statement portrays the situation when the poetry becomes dominant over
remembrance of Allah Ta'alZ, or in one's involvement with the Qur'Zn or
with acquiring knowledge. But if the poetry is kept under check, it is not
bad. Similarly, there is consensus of Ummah that the poetry which is
obscene or contains defaming subjects is unlawful and is not permitted.
This ruling is not exclusive to poetry only, but applies to any writing prose or poetry. (Qurtubi)
SayyidnZ 'Umar ibn KhattEb & had dismissed his governor, 'Adiyy
ibn Nadlah from his position because he used to compose obscene poetry.
SayyidnIi 'Umar ibn 'Abdul 'Aziz ,'JLhl -J had directed to exile 'Amr ibn
Rabi'ah and 'Abul A h w a ~on the same charge, but when 'Arnr ibn Rabi'ah
repented on his deeds, his repentance was accepted. (Qurtubi).
Every art o r learning, which makes one oblivious of Allah and
Hereafter, is contemptible
Ibn Ab; Jamrah has ruled that excessive involvement in poetry and
all such learning or art which makes one oblivious of the remembrance of
Allah Ta'IilZ and causes doubts in the mind about beliefs of Islam or helps

in promoting spiritual ills, fall under the same ruling a s is given for
contemptible poetry.

The depravity of the followers is often an indicator of the
depravity of the leader
As for the poets, they are followed by the straying people. 26:224

The poets are blamed in this verse that their followers are misled.
Here the question arises that if it is the followers who are misled, how
could the poets be blamed for the acts which their followers adopt? It is
because the wrong deeds adopted by the followers are normally the signs
of misdeeds of the one who is followed. But Maulana Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi
$
I
hl
;
has clarified that this rule will apply when the one who is
followed has a hand in the misdeeds of the followers. For instance if there
is no check on telling lies and backbiting in the meetings of the leader,
and because of that his followers, who sit in his company, also adopt this
habit, then this sin committed by the followers will be regarded as a
manifestation of the sin of the one who is followed. But if the misdeeds are
different from the deeds of the leader, then he cannot be made responsible
for the misdeeds of his followers. For example, if a person follows a scholar
for his beliefs diligently and sincerely, but does not follow the scholar in
his righteous deeds and morals, then the scholar cannot be blamed for the
former's lack of righteousness and morality. (Allah is pure and knows
best).

-,

AZhamdulillZh
The Commentary on
Stirah Ash-Shu6arZ'
Ends here.
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Sirah An-Naml
(TheAnt)
Srah An-Naml was revealed in Makkah and it has 93Verses and 7 sections

With the name of Allah, the All-Merciful,the Very-Merciful

-

Verses 1 6

TZ, Sin. These are the verses of the Qur'Zn and an
enlightening book, [I]to give guidance and good news to
the believers [21 who establish g a l a and pay ZakZh and
who have faith in the Hereafter. I31 As for those who do
not believe in the Hereafter, We have made their deeds
adorned in their sight. So they are wandering astray. [41
Those a r e t h e the people who deserve t h e worst
punishment and who a r e the worst losers in the
Hereafter. [51 And surely you are being given the Qur5n
by a wise, knowledgeable Being. 161
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SGrah An-Naml : 27 : 7 - 14
Commentary
$Gi

4 cj (We have made their deeds adorned in their sight - 27:4)It

means that those who do not believe in the Hereafter We have made their
bad actions look adorned in their sight. Therefore they feel good about
them and'remain enthralled in depravity. Some commentators have
interpreted that "their deeds" is used in this verse for good deeds. Hence
meaning of the verse is that Allah had placed the good deeds before them
with all their attractions. But those unjust people did not pay any
attention to them, rather they remained engrossed in infidelity; hence lost
their way in wilderness.
However, t h e first interpretation looks more appropriate and
straightforward. In the first place, in the Qur'iin, the word ( Z l n a h )
'adornment' has been generally used for bad actions, for instance:& $
a
d >
(It has been made attractive for people to love the desires * * .,.a
3:14) G!dl
ljPiji&
(Adorned is the present life for those who
disbelieve - 2:212)
Gj. (6:137).Its use for good actions is very
'2;;
:&91$!
&I
(But Allah has endeared
rare , such as:
tc you belief, decking it fair in your hearts - 49:7). Secondly, the word
d b I ( t h e i r deeds) used in the verse is also pointing out that bad actions
are meant here and not the righteous actions.

-
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Verses 7
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(Remember) when Muss said to his family, "I have
noticed a fire. I shall bring to you sope news from it, or
bring to you a live ember, so that you may warm
yourselves." [7] So when he came to it, he was called:
Tilessed is the one who is in the fire and the one who is
around it. And pure is Allah, the Lord of the worlds. 181
0 MiisZ, the fact is that I AM Allah, the Mighty, the
Wise. [g] And cast your staff down!' So when he saw it
moving, as if it was a snake, he retreated, turning his
back and did not look behind. "0 MusZ be not scared. I
am such that the messengers are not scared before Me,
[lo]except him who did wrong, then after (having done)
evil, replaced (it) with good, then I am Most-Forgiving,
Very-Merciful. [Ill And put your hand into your bosom,
and it will come out white, without any evil, as one of
the nine signs (sent) to the Pharaoh and his people.
Surely they have been a sinful people. [I21
So when Our signs came to them as an eye-opener, they
said, 'This is a clear magic." [I31 And they denied them
out of sheer injustice and arrogance, though their
hearts believed them (to be true). See, then, how was
the fate of the mischief-makers. 1141
Commentary
Adoption of natural means for one's need is not against trust in
Allah

(Remember) when MEsZ said to his family, "I have noticed a
fire. I shall bring t o you some news or bring to you an inflamed
ember, so that you may warm yourselves" (27:7).

rw\

Here SayyidnZ Muss
faced two necessities. One, to find out the
way. which he h a d forgotten, and second, to warm up with t h e fire,
because it was a cold night. For achieving this purpose he tried to go to
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Siirah An-Naml :27 : 7 - 14
-

-

mount Tiir. But he did not make a claim of success in his endeavour,
rather he uttered such words that conveyed his servitude and hope from
Allah Ta'ZlZ. Thus, it is apparent that in order to meet one's requirements
and needs in life it is not against the trust in Allah to strive and make
endeavour. But the conviction should be in Allah Ta'ZlZ and not in one's
own efforts. Perhaps, the wisdom in showing him the fire was that it had
fulfilled his two needs - finding the way and to get warm with its heat.
(R*)

SW

h a s said 1%
and
which a r e both in
SayyidnZ MiisZ
plural form, and are used where the addressees are more t h a n one,
although there was only his wife (SayyidnZ ShuZib's
daughter) with
him. Use of plural form for her only was to show respect to her. It was in
the same manner a s some times the noble people use plural form in
addressing even a single person. It is reported from the Holy Prophet
also in ZhZdlth that he used to address his wives in plural form.

It is prudent not to refer one's wife by her name in general
gatherings, rather an allusion for the purpose is better
' '
GYSy JG
(MEsZ said to his family) The word "Ahl" is used in this
verse for the wife of SayyidnZ MGsa &8\while this word means "family"
.J

and includes all the members of one's household alongwith his wife,
although the wife of SayyidnZ MESS
was the only one present at the
time of this incident, but by the use of this word in his discourse there is a
hint that while referring to one's wife in a group of people it is better to
use common words. For example, 'my family members are of the opinion'.

So when he came to it, he was called: "Blessed is the one who is
in the fire and the one who is around it And pure is Allah, the
Lord of the worlds. 0 Miisii, the fact is that I AM Allah, the
Mighty, the Wise. (2723 - 9)

The real nature of seeing the fire and hearing the voice from it
This incident of Sayyidna K s Z 8.!$8\has appeared in the Qur'Zn a t
many places under different chapters. Two sentences in the above verses
(Blessed is
of SErah An-Naml call for special attention. One, $1 2 2
' ..-I
the one who is in the fire) and two, &$212$;11a1LI $.(The fact is that I AM

SGrah An-Naml : 27 : 7 - 14
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Allah, the Mighty, the Wise) In SGrah Ta-HZ, the commentary on which
appears in this volume earlier, this incident is mentioned i n these words:

When he saw a fire and said to his family, wait. I have noticed a
fire. Perhaps I bring you an ember from it, or find some
guidance by the fire."
So when he came to it, he was called, "0MGZ, it is Me, your
Lord, remove your shoes, you are in the sacred valley of Tuwa.
And I have chosen you, so listen to what is revealed: Surely, I
AM ALLAH. There is no god but I, so worship Me and establish
SalEh for My remembrance. (20:lO-14)
4,

.*

-

.

In these verses also two sentences need special attention: &, I;\>;! (itis
- 5
Me, your Lord) and hl L I Z 1 (I AM ALLAH). And in SGrah Al-QasZ? the
incident is related in these words:
,
/

He was called by a voice coming from a side of the right valley
in the blessed ground, from the tree, saying" 0 MiisE, I AM
Allah, the Lord of the worlds" (28:30)
In all the three SGrahs although the incident is described under different
titles, yet the subject matter is the same, which is that SayyidnZi E s Z
@\needed fire that night for quite a few reasons. Allah Ta'ZlZ evinced
that to him on a tree of mount n r , and he heard these words from that
fire or the tree:

It is Me your Lord. (20:12)

The fact is that I AM ALLAH, the Mighty, the Wise. (27:9)
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I AM ALLAH. There is no god but I. (20:14)

I AM ALLAH, the Lord of the worlds. (28:30)

It is possible that this vocative might have been repeated again and
again, sometime by one word and then by another. The condition of
hearing this vocative as described by Abll HayyZn in Tafsir Al-Bahr
ul-Muhit and by 'aiisi in Riih ul-Ma'Zni is that it was heard in a manner
as if it was emanating from all sides, and not from any particular
direction. The hearing of this was also very peculiar in that it was not
heard by the ears only but by all the parts of the body, which was
nothing less than a miracle.
It was the sound of an invisible speaker which was being heard
without a particular quality (kayfi and without determining the direction.
But its source was the fire or the tree on which the fire was glowing.
Under such situations normally people get led into fallacy and involve
themsel~resin idol worshipping. Therefore, under each title, the Oneness
of Allah has been reminded and emphasized alongside. In the verse
under reference &I jG (Pure is Allah) is added for this very warning. In
Siirah Ta-HZ the expression fi JI ii (20:14) and in Siirah Al-QaeZe $1 fi
3
1 $ (28:30) is used for the emphasis of this point. The outcome of this
because he
discussion is that the fire was shown to SayyidnZ E s Z
was in need of fire and light a t that time, otherwise there was no
connection between the Word of Allah or with the entity of Allah with the
fire or the tree of n r . Fire was nothing but a creature of Allah Ta'ZlZ like
so many other creatures. This is why the commentators have different
f;i
views in the interpretation of the verses under reference: $1 2
l$y>j (2723) that is Blessed is the one who is in the fire and the one who
is around it. SayyidnZ Ibn 'Abbas &, MujZhid and 'Ikrimah have
expressed the view that the words $1 2 $ (the one who is in the fire)
stand for SayyidnZ MYisZ @\ because the fire he had seen was not the
real fire, but the auspicious spot he had reached was so luminous that it
looked like fire from a distance. Therefore, K s Z @\was inside that fire,
and l$y (the one who is around it) is purported for the angels, who
were present there nearby. Other commentators have put forward a
totally opposite explanation, that the words "who is in the fire" refer to the

z2'
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-angels, while the words "who is around it" stand for SayyidnZ MusZ
Tafsir Bayan ul Qur'Zn has adopted the latter explanation. It is sufficient
to know this much for the understanding of the meaning of these verses.

m1.

A narration of SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs and Hasan A1-Ba9A and its
explanation
Ibn Jarir, Ibn Abi HZtim, Ibn Marduwaih etc. have also quoted
another explanation put forward by SayyidnZ Ibn 'Abbas, Sayyidna
Hasan Al- Basri and Sa'id Ibn Jubair & about the phrase $1 2 ;j(who
is in the fire) that it is meant for Allah Ta'ZlZ Himself. It is but obvious
that fire is created by Allah, and incarnation of the Creator into anything
created by Him is impossible. Therefore, this narration cannot be taken to
mean t h a t Allah Ta'ZlZ had transfigured into the fire, a s many
idol-worshippers believe in transfiguration of God in their idols. This is
absolutely against the concept of Tauhid (Oneness of Allah). All it means
is manifestation, like the reflection in the mirror. The image is manifested
in the mirror but it is not transfigured in it. What is seen in the mirror is
outside it, having its own entity. I t is also quite evident that this
manifestation, which is also called refulgence, was not the refulgence of
Allah Ta'ZlZ. It is for the simple reason that if SayyidnZ MusZ @\had
already witnessed the Divinity, he would not have requested a t the
$ that is, '0 my Lord, show Your Self to me
mount of TEr U'!!;iti
(7:143), SO that I may look at
In that case the reply $133 (You will
never see me - 7:143) would also have been meaningless. It is now clear
t h a t SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs & in his explanation had meant the
manifestation of Allah Ta'ZlZ, that is refulgence, which appeared in the
form of fire. As it was not the transmigration, it was also not t h e
refulgence of His real Self. The phrase 213
3 (You will never see me) has
also clarified that in this world no one can witness the refulgence of His
real Self. Then what do manifestation and refulgence really mean? The
answer to this is that this refulgence was figurative, which is commonly
known among the mystics. It is rather difficult to comprehend it fully, but
in order to make it simple according to common understanding, I have
tried to explain it'in my book AhkZm ul-Qur'En, in Arabic language,in the
explanation of SLrah Al-QasZs. Those who are interested can see it there.

a

Except him who did wrong, then after (doing) evil replaced (it)
with good, then I am Most-Forgiving,Very-Merciful.2 7 : l l
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The miracle of the staff of SayyidnZ MGsZ @\was mentioned in the
verse prior to this, where it was also stated that when the staff turned
into serpent, Sayyidna MiisZ @I himself started running out of fear.
The other miracle of illuminative hand of SayyidnZ MusZ @I is related
in the verse next to above referred verse. Then why this exception is
mentioned in between two verses relating to miracles, and whether this
exception is snapped from the subject (munqati') or is it adjoining
(rnutta~il)?
The commentators have different view points on this subject.
Some have declared it as snapped from the subject. In that case the verse
will read as that in the previous verse it was stated that messengers do
not get frightened, then it was also mentioned, by the way, as to who are
the ones who should get frightened. They are those who have committed
any sin, but later repented and sought Allah's pardon and performed
good deeds. Although Allah Ta'alE would pardon their sins, but even then
there would be possibility of traces of sins being left over. It is for this
reason that they always remain fearful of Allah. But If the exception is
regarded adjoining with the subject, then the meaning of the verse would
be that Allah's messengers do not get frightened except those who have
committed some trifle or minor mistake and have repented on that. In
that situation such trifle sins are forgiven. But the actual position is that
even if there were some minor slips by the messengers, they were not
regarded as sins - neither small nor big. Although they looked like sins
but factually they were errors of ijtihad. According to this interpretation,
this exception is an allusion toward the incident of the Egyptian who was
killed by SayyidnZ MGsZ %&Iby error of judgement. Although this error
was pardoned by Allah Ta'ZlZ, yet its effect remained with MusZ @I
leaving some fear of the incident. Had this incident not have occurred,
there would not have been any fear of the sort.

Verses 15
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And surely We gave knowledge to Diiwid and SulaimZn.
And they said, "Praise belongs to Allah who made us
excel many of His believing slaves. [I51 And SuIaimZn
inherited (the traits of) DZwid and said, "0 people we
have been taught the speech of birds and we have been
given of everything. Indeed, this is the evident grace (of
Allah)." 1161
And mustered for SulaimZn were his forces from among
the Jinns and the humans and the birds. So all of them
were kept under (his) control, I171 until when they
reached the valley of the ants, one of the ants said, "0
ants, enter your dwelling places, lest SulaimZn and his
armies crush you unknowingly." 1181 So he (SulaimZn)
smiled, laughing at her speech and said, "My Lord,
enable me that I become grateful to Your favour that
you have bestowed on me and on my parents and that I
do the good deeds You like, and admit me, by Your
mercy, among Your righteous slaves." [I91

Commentary

And surely We gave knowledge to Diiwiid and StlaimZn. (27:15)
The knowledge given to Sayyidna Dawiid and Sulaiman rWl LLsjc
was obviously the special knowledge normally given to the prophets about
their functions and obligations as prophets, but a t the same time it may
also include other sciences and arts, as Sayyidna Dawiid %&I was given
the a r t of making armors. Sayyidna DZwiid and SulaimEn lXJl L&
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SiTrah An-Narnl :27 : 15 - 19

enjoyed a special position among the prophets in that they were also
bestowed with the empire along with the prophethood. The empire was of
a very special nature in that they ruled over not only the humans but
also the Jinns and animals. While relating all these graces, knowledge is
mentioned first, which is a clear hint that knowledge is superior and
paramount among them all. (Qurtubi)
There is no heritage of wealth among the prophets
$1;
(And SulaimZn inherited DZwiid - 27:16). The
inheritance mentioned in this verse is not the inheritance of wealth and
property, because the Holy Prophet $$ has clearly declared that the
prophets do neither inherit the property of anyone nor does their property
is inherited by anyone. Tirmidhi and Abii DZwiid have reported from
Sayyidna AbuddardZ' & that the Holy Prophet $$ has said, 'UlamZ'
(men of knowledge) are the inheritors of prophets, but the prophets did
not leave dirhams or di~tars(wealth) as their inheritance; instead, they
have left knowledge as their heritage. Al-Kulaini, the famous Shi'ite
scholar, has reported from Sayyidna Ja'far As-sZdiq t h a t he said,
"SayyidnZ SulaimZn
was the inheritor of SayyidnZ DZwGd @I, and
(R*
the Holy Prpphet $$ was the inheritor of SayyidnZ SulaimZn -1.
from al-Kulaini). This statement makes the issue very clear t h a t the
inheritance is used here in the sense of heritage of knowledge (because
nobody can claim that the Holy Prophet
inherited the property of
Sulaimiin @I. Rationally speaking also, here inheritance cannot mean
died he had 19 sons, hence
wealth, because when SayyidnZ DZwiid
if inheritance of wealth was meant to be distributed, then all these sons
would have been entitled for the inheritance, and it cannot be exclusive to
alone. It is, therefore, quite clear that the
SayyidnZ SulaimZn
inheritance meant here is the one in which the brothers were not
included and only SayyidnZ Sulaimiin
was the inheritor. This could
only be the inheritance of knowledge and prophethood. Along with that
inheritance, Allah Ta'ZlE also graced him with the empire of SayyidnE
DZwGd
and furthermore control over the Jinns, birds, animals and
the wind. In the light of these proofs, the narration of Tabrasi is proved to
be wrong in which he has regarded inheritance as that of wealth on
authority of some Imams of Ahl-ul-Bait. (R*)

a\

a\

The period between the death of SayyidnE SulaimZn

a\
and the
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birth of the last of the prophets the Holy Prophet % was seventeen
hundred years, while Jews calculate this period as fourteen hundred
was a little over fifty
years. The life span of SayyidnZ SulaimIin
years. (Qurtubi)

a\

It is permissible to use plural form for one's own self, provided it
is not out of arrogance
I&!;$1 &&C$ (27:16). SayyidnZ SulaimZn
has used plural
form for himself as a regal idiom, although he was alone. It was to
impress his subjects, so that they do not indulge in indolence in the
obedience of Allah T a 5 E and in following him. Similarly, there is no
harm if the rulers and officials also use plural form for themselves while
they are in the company of their subjects, provided it is for the esteem of
the office they are holding and not out of arrogance.
Birds and animals also have sense and intelligence
There is sense and intelligence to some degree in all animals and
birds. However, it is not developed to such an extent that they were made
to follow any injunctions of the Sharlah. But the humans and jinns are
bestowed with such perfected sense and intelligence that they are made
the addressee and followers of the injunctions of Allah Ta'ZlZ. Imam
Shafi'i JLd dl -J has said that dove is the cleverest of all the birds, and
Ibn 'Atiyyah has said that ant is very intelligent animal; its smelling
power is very strong . If it gets,hold of a grain it breaks it into two, so that
it does not germinate, and thus it stockits food for the winters. (Qurtubi)
Special Note
The expression "speech of birds" is used in the verse because of the
incident of the hoopoe which is a bird, otherwise SayyidnZ SulaimZn
was taught languages of all the beasts, birds and the insects, a s
mentioned in the next verse about understanding the language of the
ant. Imam Qurtubi has mentioned in his Tafsir different incidents in
told the people*haw different birds
which SayyidnZ SulaimZn
chirped and what did they mean. The chirping of each bird was a word of
advice.

w\

a\

(2$&

(and we have been given of every thing -16). The word

j? (every) applies to everything of a kind, but sometimes its application is
not universal but pertains to a specific purpose . Here also it is used in
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that sense and "everything" refers to those things only which are needed
by the government or an empire. Otherwise it is obvious that they did not
have aeroplanes, motor cars or railways in those days.

siji;

(My Lord, enable me - 27:19). It is derived from tjj (waz'),
which lexically means to stop or restrain. Here it means 'enable me with
Divine help so that I should have the trait of gratitude with me all the
time and do not part with it ever', which will result in restraint. In the
., >'
earlier verse d Y j 3 (27:17) (translated as "kept under control" it was also
used in the same sense, that in order to save them from confusion because
of their large number the armies were restrained.

+

>.,#

&>&,G

>

p di. (and that I do the good deeds You like - 27:19). Here
3

J

LtiJ (liking) means acceptance. Thus the meaning is 'YZ Allah! Grace me

with Divine help for such righteous deeds which are acceptable to You'.
From this it is argued in RTih ul-Ma'Zni that it is not necessary for the
righteous deeds to be accepted, but their acceptance is dependent on
certain conditions. It is further explained that there is no relation between
righteousness and acceptance either rationally or in religious law. It is for
this reason that the prophets used to pray for the acceptance of their
righteous deeds. SayyidnZ IbrZhim and Isma'il rWlksjc prayed while
constructing the House of Allah &
(Our Lord accept from us 2:127). I t shows t h a t after doing a good deed, one should not be
complacent, but should pray to Allah for its acceptance.

G;

Despite having done good deeds and their acceptance the entry
into Paradise will not be possible without the grace of Allah
(And admit me, by your mercy, among
&I
,Aii,l;
,., ;
i
, LIZ>
,
your righteous slaves - 27:19). Despite having performed good deeds and
their acceptance, the entry into Paradise will depend on the grace and
! has said that no one will
kindness of Allah Ta'ZlZ. The Holy Prophet &$
enter into Paradise relying only on his deeds. So the companions
enquired from the Holy Prophet
"Even you too?", and he answered
"Yes, me too, but I am surrounded by Allah's favour and grace". (Riih
ul-Ma';ilni)

SayyidnZ Sulaiman @\was also praying for the grace of Allah for
the entry into Paradise in these words '0 Allah, grace me also with your
favour so that I become entitled to enter Paradise'.
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Verses 20 28

And (once) he (SulaimZn) checked the birds and said,
'What is wrong with me that I do not see the hudhud
(hoopoe)?Rather he has disappeared. [201 I will punish
him with a severe punishment or slaughter him unless
he brings to me a clear plea!' [21]Then the bird did not
take long and said (to SulaimZn), "I have discovered
what you did not, and have brought to you a sure
information from Saba' (Sheba). [221 I have found a
woman ruling over them and she has been given of
everything (she needs) and she has a great throne. [231 I
have found her and her people prostrating to the sun,
instead of Allah, and the Satan has beautified their
deeds for them and has prevented them from the way,
so they do not take the right path, [241 that is, they do
not prostrate to Allah who brings forth what is hidden
in the heavens and the earth and who knows whatever
you conceal and whatever yau reveal, Allah! There is no
god but He, the Lord of the Great Throne!' [261
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He (SulaimEn)said, 'We shall see whether you have told
the truth or you are one of the liars. [271 Go with this
letter of mine and deliver it ,down to them, then turn
back from them and see what they return."[281

Commentary
(And he checked the birds - 27:20). The word i% (tafaqqud)
$1
means to verify about the presence or absence of some people. Hence it is
translated as to check. SayyidnZ SulaimZn
was bestowed by Allah
Ta'ZlZ the rule over Jinns, the beasts and the birds, apart from humans.
As it is customary for the ruler to look after and take care of all of his
subjects, it is stated in this verse $1 &. That is SayyidnZ Sulaiman @\
inspected the birds from his subjects, and made a note of the presence and
absence of them all. The Holy Prophet $& also had the habit to keep
himself informed about the well-being of his companions. If some one was
absent, he used to go to his house to find out his welfare. If any one was
sick, he would go and visit him and do the needful nursing. If some one
was afflicted with any trouble, he would make the effort to remove it.

=\

It is necessary for the rulers to take care of their subjects and for
the saints of their disciples and students
This verse has proved that SayyidnZ SulaimZn
used to keep an
eye on all types of his subjects, and used to keep himself fully informed
about them, so much so that the absence of a small and weak bird like a
hoopoe which has a small population compared to other birds, did not go
unnoticed from him. It is also possible that his specific enquiry about the
hoopoe was due to its small population and weak make-up among the
species of birds. Therefore, he made special effort to keep his eyes on the
weaker section ofhis subjects.

a\

Among the companions, SayyidnZ 'Umar & established the traditions
of the Holy Prophet $& in totality during his tenure as caliph. He used to
go round the streets of Madinah during the nights to keep him fully
abreast with the state of affairs. If he found any one in distress or need,
he would help him out. A number of such incidents are related in his
biography, He used to say "If a wolf kills a lamb by the side of river
Euphrates, for that too Umar will be answerable". (Qurtubi)
Such were the principles of rule and administration, which were
taught by the prophets and practically demonstrated by the revered
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companions of the Holy Prophet #& . Because of these practices, the entire
populace, both Muslims and non-Muslims, used to live i n complete
harmony and tranquility. Such justice and fair play, composure and
tranquility were never witnessed ever in the whole world after their time.

"What is wrong with me that I do not see the hoopoe; rather he
has disappeared? - 27:20

Taking account of one's own Self
Apparently SulaimZn @\should have said at this occasion,"What is
wrong with the hoopoe that he is absent?" But SulaimZn
asked about
his own wrong when he said, "What is wrong with me?" Perhaps, it was
because the hoopoe and all other birds were put under his control as a
special reward. Initially it crossed his mind momentarily that probably His
blessings have been curtailed for some slip on his part that a species of
birds (the hoopoe) was not present. So, he made some soul searching to
find out what could have been the reason for its absence? It was a case
similar to that of the mystic saints who make enquiries from their Self
before looking into the material causes for the relief of any distress, or
when any blessing is reduced for them. It is their practice to take into
account of any possible slips on their part in paying gratitude to Allah
Ta'ZlZ for His bounties, which might have caused the withdrawal of the
blessings from them. Qurtub; has quoted here the practice of these saints
on the authority of Ibn al-'Arabi in the following words:
I,&-

d~
J
,I& i Ilj That is 'when these saints do not succeed in

their objectives, they take stock of their deeds to find out where have they
committed the mistake7.
After this initial stock-taking of Self and due considerations and
deliberations it is said 241 jt ;I$ $ (rather, he has disappeared - 27:20).
Here the word ;i is used for the meaning of the word & (rather) (Qurtubi).
Therefore, the meaning of the sentence is 'It is not t h a t my sight h a s
faltered in locating the hoopoe, but in fact it is not present'.

Reason for picking up hoopoe from among the birds, and an
important warning
Sayyidnii 'AbdullZh Ibn 'AbbZs 4% was asked a s to what was the
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reason that the hoopoe was picked up from all the birds. He replied that
SayyidnZ SulaimZn @\had camped a t a place where there was no
water, and Allah Ta'alii has bestowed such a peculiar instinct to hoopoe
t h a t i t can see things under t h e ground and can also locate t h e
underground water. SayyidnZ Sulaimiin
wanted to find out, through
the proficiency of the hoopoe, the depth and extent of the underground
water. Having known the location of the underground water, he would
have commanded the Jinns to excavate the ground to bring the water up
- a task they would have performed very quickly. Paradoxically, despite
having the piercing sight, the hoopoe gets entrapped in the nets of the
hunters. SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs & has commented on this:

'0 the people of knowledge! try to understand this fact that the
hoopoe has the ability to see things under the ground, but the
net spread out over the ground gets obscured from its sight, and
hence it gets entrapped in that'.

The bottom line to understand is t h a t whatever is destined for a
person through the divine decree, whether it is trouble or comfort, has to
be enforced, and no one can escape from it by his wisdom, insight or
through the use of force or money.

I will punish him with a severe punishment - 27:21

It is part of the political sagacity to punish the absentee after making
due scrutiny.

It is permissible to punish a lethargic animal moderately
Allah Ta'ZlE had permitted Sayyidna Sulaiman
to punish the
animals in the same way, as He had permitted people of all ages, a
permission which is still valid, to slaughter them to make use of their
flesh, bones, skin etc. Similarly, if the domestic animals, such as cow,
horse, camel, donkey etc., do not perform their normal duty, then it is
permissible even now to punish them moderately for disciplining.
Punishing animals, other than domestic, is not permissible under Islamic
law. ( ~ u r t u b i )
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Unless he brings to me a clear plea. - 27:21
That is, if the hoopoe offers a plausible excuse for its absence, then it
will be saved from the punishment. There is a subtle hint in it that it is
expected of a ruler or a n administrator t h a t if someone falters doing
something, then it should be thoroughly investigated before punishing
him. The punishment should be enforced only when t h e guilt i s
established, otherwise he should be forgiven.
r

&'> I;%i (I have discovered what you did not - 27:22). That is,

';

the hoopoe.said while offering its excuse that it knew something which he
did not know. What it meant was that it had brought information, which
did not know before.
he (Sulaiman =\)

The prophets do not have the knowledge of the unknown
Imam Qurtubi has deduced from this incident that the prophets do not
have the knowledge of the unseen ('Zlrn ul-ghayb), so that they could
know all about every thing. It is quite evident from this verse.

"And have brought to you a sure information from Saba'
(Sheba)".27:22

Saba' (Sheba) (&) is a well-known city of Yemen, and its other name
is Ma'Zrib (GILL;).The distance between San'a', the capital of Yemen, and
Saba' is three day's journey.

Is it proper for a junior to say to his senior that he knows more
than him?
On the basis of this conversation by the hoopoe, some people have
deduced that it is appropriate for a pupil to say to his teacher or for a
common man to say to a knowledgeable person that he knows more than
the latter on the subject, provided he is absolutely confident that his
knowledge on that subject is really more than others. But it is argued in
Riih ul-Ma'ZnT that such an assertion before the elders and scholars is
against the etiquettes, and should be avoided. This argument, however,
does not apply to the conversation of the hoopoe, because it made that
statement to save itself from the punishment and to justify its excuse for
the absence. The hoopoe actually wanted to place before SulaimZn $&I
the exact position, so that he could understand the reason for its absence.
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I have found a woman ruling over them, - 27:23

The name of this woman is given in the history as Bilqis, daughter of
SharZihil. But in some other narrations, it is mentioned that her mother
was a jinni whose name was Bal'amah, daughter of ShisZn. (Wuhaib b.
~ a r i has
r reported this from Khalil Ibn Ahmad, Qurtubi) Her grandfather,
Hudahud, was a great king and controlled the entire land of Yemen. He
had forty sons. All these sons became kings. Her father, Siirah, had
married a jinni woman, who gave birth to her (Bilqis). Different reasons
are given for his marriage to a jinni. One of them being that he used to
say with arrogance "No one from you is a match for me; hence I will not
marry. It is because I do not like marrying outside my matching clan". As
a result of this, people got him married to a jinni woman. (Qurtubi)Perhaps
it was his conceit that he deemed his own people as not his equal. This did
not go well with the Divine writ and he was made to marry a jinni
woman, who was neither from his family nor his kind or race.
Is it permissible to marry a jinni?
Some people have expressed doubt on the question, because they
thought the jinns are not capable of reproducing like the humans. Ibn-al'Arabi has opined in his commentary that this is a wrong conception. It is
established through authentic ZhZdith that jinns also possess all the
requisites of reproduction and the essentials of male and female, as in
humans.
There is another aspect to this question from the angle of Islamic law.
That is, whether it is permissible for a man to marry a jinni woman? On
this aspect there are different views of the Islamic jurists. Some have
ruled that it is permissible, while others have ruled it out, because of their
different kind, like the animals. In the book named as y c f jskJ1 yfl)
(:MI this subject is discussed in detail, where some incidents are quoted
mentioning that Muslim men married Muslim jinni women, and they also
gave birth to children. Here this subject is irrelevant, because the father
of Bilqis, who married the jinni woman, was not a Muslim. Hence, the
question of permissibility does not arise here. In Islamic law the lineage is
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based on father, and the father of Bilqis was a human. Therefore, Bilqis
would also be regarded as a human. In some narrations, marriage of
SulaimZn
with Bilqis is mentioned. Even if these narrations are
correct, it does not corroborate permissibility to marry a jinni woman,
because Bilqis herself was not a jinni, though her mother might have
will be
been one. Only Allah knows best. The marriage of SulaimEn
discussed later in this commentary.

Is it permissible for a woman to be king or the head or Imam of a
people?
It is reported in Sahih al-BukhZri on the authority of SayyidnZ Ibn
'AbbEs & that when the Holy Prophet $&learnt that the people of Persia
,
have made the daughter of KisrE as their queen, he said -1
12', r;i 1 ' 4 , :I>!That
. is, "Those people will never prosper who give control of authority
to a woman". It is for this verdict that scholars are unanimous on the
point that the control of a government, an empire or caliphate cannot be
assigned to a woman. Rather the greater imamah (al-imamah al-hubra)
is also allowed only to men folk, like the Imamah for prayers. As for Bilqis
being the queen of Saba', it does not make it to be a religious decree,
had married her, and
unless it is proven that Sayyidna SulaimZn
then retained her as the queen. This assumption is not proven by any
authentic narration, which could be trusted for the purpose of legislation
of religious laws.

She has been given of everything - 23
It means that whatever services are needed to a king or an aristocrat
according to their time, they all were available to her. It is, however,
obvious t h a t those things t h a t were not invented by then, their
unavailability is not in conflict with this verse.
+ ~ pl$j(And she has a great throne - 2 3 ) Literal meaning of 'Arsh

I,,

d',.

(22)
is throne of the empire. A narration is attributed to Sayyidna Ibn
'AbbZs & that the length of the throne of Bilqis was eighty yards, its
breadth was forty yards and height thirty yards. I t was profusely
decorated with pearls, red rubies, topaz and olivine, and its legs were
studded with precious stones and pearls. Its curtains were made of silk
and fine cloth. The throne was secured within seven buildings, one within
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the other, all well protected and locked.
I have found her and her people prostrating t o the sun - 27:24

This shows that her people were star-worshippers and used to worship
the sun. Some believe that they were Zoroastrians, who worship fire and
all forms of light.

;

,J

> >.a*

Yl (that is, they do not prostrate to Allah who
bring forth what is hidden - 25).This sentence is linked with the previous
one, "The Satan has beautified their deeds - 26" and the sense is that the
Satan had engrained in their minds that they should not bow down
before Allah, or had prevented them from the righteous path so that they
should not prostrate before Allah Ta'ZlZ.

;;$I

13-

Letters and writings are enough proof on religious matters in the
normal circumstances
-i! (Go with this letter of mine - 28). SayyidnZ SulaimZn
considered it enough to write to the queen of Saba' (Sheba) for the
fulfillment of his duty to invite her to faith, and hence sent her a letter.
This shows that in the normal circumstances the letter or writing is an
acceptable proof. The religious jurists did not accept a letter as an
evidence only where a proper personal evidence is required under Islamic
law, because testimony is not allowed on telephone or by letter. It has
been made mandatory for the witnesses to appear in person before the
court. There is a lot of wisdom in this law. Under any law of the world
prevalent in any country it is compulsory for the witnesses to appear
before the court in person, and the testimony through letter or telephone
is not accepted.
Writing letters and sending them to the disbelievers is permissible
Another matter that has been proved by the letter of SayyidnZ
SulaimZn
is that in preaching of religion and invitation to Islam it is
permissible to write letters to disbelievers and infidels. According to many
Sahih ZhZdith it is established that the Holy Prophet
had also written
letters to many infidels.
Social etiquettes should always be observed, no matter if it is a
gathering of infidels
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Throw it down to them, then turn back from them - 27:28

mi

When SayyidnZ Sulaimsn
made use of the hoopoe as a courier,
he also taught him the social etiquette that after delivering the letter to
Queen of Saba' it should move out of her court, which is the norm of the
royal courts. This shows that observance of social etiquettes and good
human behavior is desirable as a general rule.

Verses 29 - 37

She (the queen) said (to her officials after receiving the
letter), "0 chieftains, there has been delivered to me an
esteemed letter. [29] It is from Sulaimiin and it is (in the
following words:) With t h e name of Allah, t h e
All-Merciful,the Very-Merciful. [301 Do not rebel against
me and come to me in submission." [311 She said, "0
chieftains, advise me in the matter I have (before me). I
am not the one who decides a matter absolutely unless
you a r e present with me." [321 They said, "We a r e
powerful and tough fighters, and the decision lies with
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you; so consider what command you should give." 1331
She said, 'ln fact when the kings enter a town, they put
it to disorder and put its honorable citizens to disgrace,
and this is how they normally do. [34] And I am going to
send a gift to them, then see, what response the envoys
will bring back!' [35]
So when he (the envoy) came to SulaimZn, he said, "Are
you extending a financial aid to me? So what Allah has
given me is much better than what He has given to you.
But you yourselves are proud of your gift. [361 Go back
to them, and we will bring to them forces they have no
power to face, and we will certainly drive them out
from there in humiliation while they are disgraced!' [371

Commentary
She (the queen) said (to her officials after receiving the letter),
"0 chieftains, there has been thrown to me an esteemed letter,
27:29.

Literal meaning of Kar-h is respectable, honorable or esteemed, and
idiomatically this word is used for a letter when it is sealed. This is why
Qatzdah, Zohair Jl; +-J
etc. have
SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs
ID,'
U '
interpreted the expression
+JKas the sealed book, which indicates
that SayyidnZ SulaimZn
had put his seal on the letter. When the
Holy Prophet $$$ learnt about the tradition of the non-Arab kings that
they do not read the letter if it is not sealed, he got a seal made for
himself, and used it on the letters he sent to Caesar and Chosro. It shows
that the practice of sealing a letter is to show respect to the letter as well
as to the addressee. The present day practice is to secure the letter in an
envelope, which is as good as sealing it. Where show of respect to the
addressee is intended, it is closer to the practice of the Holy Prophet
to
secure it in an envelope.

9,

The language of the letter of Sulaiman
Although SayyidnZ Sulaiman
was not an Arab, yet i t is not
unlikely that he knew the Arabic language, especially when he knew the
languages of the animals. As the Arabic language is supreme among all
the languages, it is possible that he might have written the letter in
Arabic. It is also probable because Bilqis was an Arab by race, and she
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read the letter and understood it. The other probability is that he had
written the letter in his own language and an interpreter read it for her.
(R*)

Some rules of writing letters

&3p-r' a .
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It is from Sulaiman and it is (in the following words:) With the
name of Allah, the All-Merciful,the Very-Merciful.27:30

There is not a single aspect of human life on which Qur'Zn does not
provide guidance. Mutual exchange of welfare and other information
through letters is part of human requirements. In this SGrah, full text of
the letter from Sayyidna SulaimZn @\ to Queen Saba' has been
reproduced. This is a letter from a prophet, and Qur'Zn has reproduced it
as an approved format for a letter. Hence, it should be taken in that light
and Muslims should try to follow the guidance provided in it for letter
writing.

Writer should first write his name and then of the addressee
'I'he very first guidance provided in this letter is that SayyidnZ
has begun it by writing his name. How did he write the
Sulaiman
name of the addressee, it is not mentioned in the Qur'Zn. However, it does
tell us that it was the practice of the prophets to write their name first, in
which there are many benefits. For instance, the addressee would know
even before reading the letter from whom it has come. So he would read
the letter in the backdrop of his relations with the writer, and any
confusion about the identity of the writer would be eliminated right in the
beginning. The Holy Prophet @ had also adopted the same practice in all
his letters addressed to various persons, and began the letter with the
.(From Muhammad, the slave of Allah and
wordings JrJJ hl 9iz.j
His messenger)

A question may arise here as to whether it would be a disrespect to the
addressee if a junior writes his name first while writing to his elder,
teacher or senior in status? So, is it appropriate to follow this practice or
not? In this respect the companions of the Holy Prophet $& had acted
differently. Most of them preferred to follow the practice of the Holy
Prophet
and not the requirement of the formality, and wrote their
names first even when writing to the Holy Prophet $& himself. RGh
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ul-Ma'Zni has reproduced a narration of SayyidnZ 'Anas & from al-Bahr
U I - M U ~as
~ follows:
~

"No human is more revered than the Holy Prophet $&,but
when his companions used to write to him, they would first
write their names, and I say that Sayyidna 'Ala' Al-HadramT's
letter, which he wrote to the Holy Prophet $&,is a proof to
that."

However, after quoting these narrations in Riih ul-Ma'ZnT it is
observed that all this discussion is about the preferred way, otherwise
both ways are permissible. If some one writes his name in the last, that
too is correct. Religiousjurist Abii al-Layth has written in his Bustan that
if some one starts with the name of the addressee, no one can question its
permissibility, because this has also been the practice among the Muslims
for long, and no one has objected to that. (Riihlil-Ma'Zni, Qurtubi)

Replying to letters is also a practice of the prophets
It is observed in Tafsir ul-Qurtubi that if someone receives a letter, it
is incumbent upon him to answer it, because a letter from someone not
present is a s good as the greeting of the one who is present. I t is
attributed to SayyidnZ Ibn 'Abbiis .&b in a narration that he used to
regard the reply of a letter as much obligatory as the reply to a greeting
by salam. (Qurtubi)
Starting letters with Bismillah
and all the letters sent by the
The letter of Sayyidnii Sulaimiin
Holy Prophet $& have established that writing Bismillah at the beginning
of a letter was the practice of the prophets. As to the question whether
Bismillah should precede the name of the writer or not, the practice of the
Holy Prophet $& was that he always put Bismillah before his name, and
the name of the addressee after his own name. But in the Qur'En the
order is reversed and the name of SayyidnZ SulaimZn
is written first
and then Bismillah. Therefore, it is also in order if the name of the writer
is written first and then Bismillah. But Ibn Abi Hiitim has reported on the
authority of Yaz;d Ibn RaumZn that in fact SayyidnZ SulaimZn %&I had
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written his letter in this manner: 4 JIi+2 3 U .pr;il jlrJ1
BI+,.
2& i j
i+Y
21 .lp$~
~2isj $1 (which m e a n s t h a t h e w r o t e
Bismillah before his name) but when Bilqis read out this letter to her
first in order to let
people, she mentioned the name of SulaimZn
them know the name of the writer. The Holy Qur'an has copied what
Bilqis had uttered. There is no mention in the Qur'Zn whether Bismillah
in the original
was written first or the name of SayyidnZ SulaimZn
letter. There is yet another possibility that the name of Sulaiman
was written on the envelope and Bismillah at the top of the letter, and
when Bilqis read out the letter to her people she announced the name of
Sayyidnii SulaimZn &&I first.

3

w\

=\

Ruling
The original tradition (Sunnah) of letter writing is that all letters
should begin with Bismillah. However, the religious jurists have ruled, on
the authority of the indications given in the Qur'Zn and Sunnah, that if
there is a risk of disrespect to the name of Allah on the apprehension that
the paper on which Bismillah is written would be thrown away, then it is
not right to write Bismillah, lest one should get involved in sin. The
present day practice is that letters are thrown away after reading and
they end up in garbage. Hence, it is better to perform Sunnah by reciting
Bismillah orally before starting the letter, rather than writing it on paper.
Can a paper bearing a Qur'Znic verse be given in the hands of a
disbeliever?
SayyidnZ Sulaiman
had sent this letter to Bilqis when she was
+>I
$1
was written on it. It confirms that this
not a Muslim, but +-;I
is permissible. he n o * - ~ r a bkings to whom the Holy Prophet &'% had
written letters were disbelievers. But the letters contained some Qur'Znic
verses too. It should be understood that although it is not permitted to
hand over the Holy Qur'Zn to infidels, but any book or paper containing
some verses of the Qur'sn does not qualify to be the Qur'Zn itself; hence,
such papers or books can be handed over to an infidel or to someone
without wudu' (ablution). (Alamgiri)

m\

+;

Letters should be written short, comprehensive, eloquent and
effective
one cannot avoid
Looking a t the letter of SayyidnE SulaimZn
noticing that it is so comprehensive that all important matters have been
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put together in a few sentences, maintaining the high standard of
eloquence alongwith the royal grandeur in front of the infidels. At the
same time perfected attributes of Allah Ta'ZlZ are also described along
with an invitation towards Islam. The condemnation of conceit and
arrogance is also noticeable. As a matter of fact, this letter is a specimen of
the marvel of Qur'an. Sayyidna Qatadah 4& has stated that it was the
practice in letter writing by all the prophets to make it brief but at the
same time ensuring that nothing mentionable is left out. (R$ id-MaSnI)

Consultation in important matters is a Sunnah. It provides the
benefit of having views of others, and gives them a sense of
participation
> 9, a *
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She said, "0chieftains, advise me in the matter I have (before
me). I am not the one who decides a matter absolutely unless
you are present with me." - 32

22

~9,

The word
is derived from Fatwii
which means answering
some specific issue. Here it means to give counsel or to express one's
views. When Queen Bilqis received the letter of SayyidnZ Sliliiimiin
she called the members of her government and asked their view as to
what she should do. Before asking their view on the matter, she
encouraged and pleased them by declaring that she did not take decisions
without consulting them. Because of her remarks, the ministers and the
generals expressed their readiness to sacrifice every thing they had in
.m:
' ,order to follow her command. &!?YI;
$4 lJ)j Jm !y
1 , J j I & ("We are
powerful and tough fighters, and the decision lies with you - 3 3 ) .
Sayyidnii QatZdah & has related that according to his information there
were 313 members in her consultative committee, and each one of them
represented and enjoyed the support of ten thousand persons. (QurtubI)

&
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>>

J

This statement brings to light t h a t having consultation with
supporters is an old practice. Islam has attached great importance to
consultation and h a s made this mandatory for the government
who was the
functionaries. So much so t h a t the Holy Prophet
recipient of revelations from Allah Ta'iilE and also used to get direct
guidance from Him (thus did not have any need for consultation or
advice), was also commanded to follow this practice, in order to set up a

B,
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tradition for his followers.The Holy Qur'zn directs the Holy Prophet $&,
~ ; Y I& GJ;Gj (3:159) that is, he should consult them in the matters. There
is a sense of participation for the companions in this command, and an
advice for the coming generations that the government functionaries
must always consult on important matters.

Reaction of Queen BilqTs on the letter of SulaimZn
After having consulted the functionaries of her government and
gaining their confidence, she herself developed a strategy that she should
initially test out the real intention of SayyidnZi SulaimZn @\and to find
out whether he was actually a prophet and messenger of God, and
whether he was really conveying the message of God or he was aspiring
for a greater empire. The purpose behind this strategy was to find out
that if he was a prophet in reality, then his command should be followed
and no hostility be adopted against him. On the other hand if he was only
a king and wished to expand his empire by subjugating her kingdom,
then a different plan be worked out to face the challenge. To test out the
she adopted the tactic of
real intention of Sayyidnii SulaimZin
sending to him precious gifts and presents. If he becomes satisfied after
receiving the gifts, then it would indicate that he was only a king and had
approached her with mundane motives. On the other hand, if he was
actually a prophet then he would not agree on any thing other than
acceptance of Islam. Ibn Jarir has reported this explanation from
SayyidnZ Ibn 'AbbZs & MujZhid, Ibn Juraij, and Ibn Wahb Jk h\y ,
with several chins of narrators.The same subject is elaborated in the
following verse:

And I am going to send a gift to them, then see, what response
the envoys will bring back." 27:35.

Appearance of envoys of Bilqfs in the court of SulaimEn
Historical Isra73ilegends describe in great detail the incident of the
visit of the envoys of ~ i l q i sand the gifts they had taken with them. All
versions of the legends agree on that the gifts included some gold bricks,
some precious stones, one hundred slaves and one hundred slave girls.
But the slave girls were dressed in men's clothes and the slaves were
dressed in ladies outfits. There was also a letter from Bilqis, in which
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there were some questions for testing SayyidnZ Sulaiman %&\. In the
selection of gifts also, his test was intended. Allah Ta'ZlZ had passed on
detailed information of gifts to SulaimZn @\ even before their arrival.
SayyidnZ SulaimZn r%\
commanded the Jinns to lay out a floor of gold
and silver bricks over a thirty miles stretch from his court, and that
strange looking animals be lined up on either side of this pathway. Their
excrement of bowels was also to be placed on the floor of gold and silver.
Similarly, his court was decorated with special attention. Four thousand
chairs of gold were placed on the left side and four thousand on the right
side of the main hall for the scholars, ministers, and other officials of the
court. The entire hall was bedecked with precious stones. When Bilqis's
envoys saw animals standing on the floor of gold bricks, they were
embarrassed with the gifts they had brought with them. It is reported in
some narrations that they threw away their gold bricks. Then as they
proceeded, they saw rows of beasts and birds on either side of the
pathway. After that they came across the rows of jinns. Seeing them, they
were browbeaten. Ultimately, when they reached the court and stood
he received them with dignity, and
before SayyidnG SulaimZn -1,
entertained them with veneration. But he returned all their gifts and
presents, and answered all the questions sent up by Bilqis. (Qu@ubT)

Return of the presents of Bilqis by SamidnTi SulaimEn
,
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"Areyou giving me an aid of wealth? So what Allah has given
me is much better than He has given to you. But you yourselves
are proud of your gift. 27:36.

When Bilqis's envoys reached the court of Sayyidnii Sulaimiin %@\
with the gifts and presents sent by her, he said to them 'Do you wish to
help me with wealth? Whatever wealth and bounties I have been given
by Allah is much better than your wealth and material. Therefore, I do
not accept your presents of wealth. You better take them away, and enjoy
them yourself.

Is it permissible to accept presents from infidels?
SayyidnZ SulaimZn 1did not accept the presents of Queen Bilqis,
which indicates that it is not permissible or not preferable to accept
presents from infidels. The correct position about this question is that if
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this may lead to weakening of one's position or that of Muslim community,
or is likely to go against the expediency of the national interest, then it is
prudent not to accept their presents. (R3? ul-Ma'SEn;). Kt if the interest of
the Muslims is in favour of acceptance, for instance if this gesture may
lead the non-Muslims to the acceptance of Islam, or may ward off some
impending danger to Islam, in such situations it is permitted. It was the
practice of the Holy Prophet % to accept presents from some infidels and
reject them from others. It is reported in 'Umdatul QZ6 Sharh al-BukhE6
(Kitab ul-hibah) and Sharh-As- Siyar-Al-Kabr on the authority of
Sayyidnii Ka'b ibn MZlik 3l.ddl -J that ' h i r ibn Malik, brother of Bra',
went to Madinah on some work, when he was a disbelieving infidel, and
presented two horses and two pairs of garments to the Holy Prophet g.
He sent back these presents with the remarks "We do not accept presents
from disbelievers". Once 'IyZd ibn H i m 3 al-Mujashi'i presented to him
some thing. The Holy Prophet
enquired from him whether he was a
Muslim, to which he replied in the negative. So he returned his presents,
explaining that Allah Ta'ElZ has commanded him not to accept presents
from the disbelievers.
As against this there are other narrations reporting that the Holy
Prophet $& had accepted presents from some disbelievers. In one such
narration, it is related that AbG SufyZn had presented to him a piece of
leather when he was still a disbeliever, which the Holy Prophet #$ had
accepted. Another narration has reported that a Christian had presented
to him a very shiny piece of fine silk, which was also accepted by him.
Shamsul 'A'immah has commented after citing these narrations that,
in his view, the reason of rejection and acceptance of these presents by
the Holy Prophet $!$ was that where he thought that by their rejection
the disbeliever would come near Islam, he rejected them, and where he
considered that their acceptance will help bring the disbeliever close to
Islam he did that. ('Umdatul QZ6)
as
Bilqis took the rejection of her presents by SayyidnE SulaimZn
a sign of his prophethood - not because the acceptance of gifts from
disbelievers is not permissible - but she had purposefully sent those
presents as a bribe, in order to save herself from any attack from him.
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Siirah An-Naml :27 : 38 - 41
Verses 38 - 41

He said, "0 chieftains, which one of you will bring her
throne to me before they come to me submissively?" 1381
An 'ifrit (stalwart) from the Jinns said, "I will bring it
to you before you rise up from your place, and for this
(task) I am powerful, trust-worthy". 1391 Said the one
who had the knowledge of the book, "I will bring it to
you before your glance returns to you!' So when he saw
it (the throne) well-placed before him, he said, 'This is
by the grace of my Lord, so that He may test me
whether I am grateful or ungrateful. And whoever is
grateful is grateful for his own benefit, and whoever is
ungrateful, then my Lord is Need-Free, Bountiful". t401
He said, 'Disguise the throne for her, and we will see
whether she discovers the truth or she is one of those
who have no guidance." [411
Commentary
Bilqis's appearance i n the court of SulaimZn

Qurtubi has reported, giving references of historical record, that
Bilqis's envoys returned from the court of SulaimZn @I totally
dumb-founded and awe-struck, and conveyed his declaration of war to
the queen. Then Bilqis said to her people that she was already of the view
that he was no ordinary king, but was on some special assignment from
God, and that fighting with His messenger is like fighting with God, for
which they did not have the strength. After making this statement, she
She took along
started getting ready to go to SayyidnZ Sulaimk
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